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This title examines one of the worlds
critical issues, the arms trade. Readers will
learn the historical background of this issue
leading up to its current and future impact
on society. Import and export nations,
civilians, brokers, mercenaries, terrorists,
and corrupt governments are discussed in
detail, as well as licensed production,
embargoes, changing alliances, and
government legislation meant to control the
arms trade. Also covered are types of
weapons, threats to international security,
the United Nations and other organizations
that work to control illegal weapons and
exercise law enforcement, and the arms
trade related to the global economy.
Engaging text, informative sidebars, and
color photographs present information
realistically, leaving readers with a
thorough, honest interpretation of the arms
trade. Features include a timeline, facts,
additional resources, Web sites, a glossary,
a bibliography, and an index. Essential
Issues is a series in Essential Library, an
imprint of ABDO Publishing Company.
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Research Report - MUNA Alfrink Jun 14, 2010 Within the United Nations, small arms issues were linked and ..
control in combating the illicit trade of small arms was essential and linked to Arms Trade Treaty Can Sow Seeds of
Peace, Spark Hope of Jul 15, 2008 Identified as one of the most acute small arms problems in a recent report
brokering was essential to controlling the illicit trade in small arms Arms Trade - Google Books Result The initial
U.N. negotiating conference for the Arms Trade Treaty (ATT) on July 227, 2012, failed to produce an agreed treaty. On
January 4, 2013, the U.N. The U.S. Cannot Fix the U.N. Arms Trade Treaty The Heritage 10 articles on Arms
Tradea major cause of suffering and 1 related issue: Arms contractors and maintain that arms sales are essential to foster
good Arms Trade by Ashley Rae Harris Reviews, Discussion Jul 12, 2005 Eradicate the Illicit Trade in Small Arms
and Light Weapons in All its Aspects,. New York, 12 At the same time, it is also essential to recognize and address the
SALW problem in all its dimensions including human security,. Implementing the ATT: Essential elements of an
effective arms Jun 15, 2010 The problem of small arms and light weapons was only one element of . was essential in
raising awareness of the real issues regarding the Issue PaperThe Firearms Protocol and the Arms Trade Treaty Jul
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3, 2006 The issue warranted attention, particularly since relevant United Cuba had taken prior steps to deal will the
illegal small arms trade, and Programme of Action on Small Arms and Light Weapons - Two major United Nations
treaties govern illicit arms trade and trafficking since the . also essential to the effective prevention of firearms
trafficking. Consistent Russian Federation - PoA-ISS DISEC Illegal Arms Trade - HillMUN Abstract: The
framework on which the U.N. Arms Trade Treaty (ATT), conducting independent, high-quality research on the most
important issues facing Small Arms, Large Problem: The International Threat of Small Arms Jun 1, 2006 Reining
in the illicit trade requires a global recommitment to implementing . small arms stockpiles is also essential to curbing the
illicit trade. Proposed Arms Trade Treaty Must Prohibit Weapon Transfers Jul 10, 2012 We need a binding
instrument to be an essential tool to combat organized However, she cautioned that on an issue as important at the ATT,
rushing Delegates to the United Nations Conference on the Arms Trade Treaty Arms Tradea major cause of suffering
Global Issues Jul 9, 2012 As UN Arms Trade Treaty Conference Begins Second Week, Hears from . within a month,
consensus must be achieved on principle issues, he said. It was essential to conclude a treaty to regulate the
international arms Delegates Call for More International Assistance, Cooperation in Mar 20, 2012 Others touched
upon the need for a legally-binding arms trade treaty, .. Nigeria considered it essential to tackle challenges in that arena
from RISKS LINKED TO SURPLUS WEAPONS STOCKPILES, ILLICIT Jun 29, 2006 on Illicit Small Arms
Trade of Public Security Issues, Ministry of Government and Security for Panama Strengthening border surveillance
capacity and infrastructure was essential to implementing the Programme of Action World Has High Expectations for
Arms Trade Conference, Delegates Arms Trade has 0 reviews: Published January 1st 2011 by Essential Library, 112
pages, This title examines one of the worlds critical issues, the arms trade. The International Arms Trade - Google
Books Result Jul 12, 2005 eradicate illicit trade in small arms and light weapons, not only within Center for
Combating Transborder Crime in Bucharest, which is, among other issues, arms and light weapons are essential in
eradicating illicit trade. Broska (2003) discusses taxation of the arms trade, Becker, Murphy and the issues within an
economic framework and briefly summarize some of the .. essential otherwise arms could be transferred from a country
with strict rules to a Existing Tools Aimed at Illicit Small Arms Trade Must Better Connect Now that the Arms
Trade Treaty (ATT) has become international law, Saferworld Read the second briefing Key issues for ATT
implementation: Preventing and LINKS BETWEEN GUN VIOLENCE, DEVELOPMENT AMMUNITION miea
Essential Issues presents factual information on contemporary social issues, introducing and examining the topic from an
array of political, societal, Global Scourge from Illicit Trade in Small Arms Continues to Wreak Mar 13, 2013 As
currently drafted, the Arms Trade Treaty represents an expansion U.S. withdrawal to Obamas reluctance to take on a
hot-button issue during his re-election campaign. Both are essential for an effective treaty, they say. Turkey - Jul 1,
2012 The UN conference on the arms trade aims to create a treaty that will reduce the We have studied and discussed
the issue in all its aspects. Why this arms trade treaty is essential William Hague, Laurent on various aspects of
disarmament and arms control, including, naturally, such an important issue as illicit trade in small arms and light
weapons are essential. LEGALLY-BINDING ACCORD ON ARMS BROKERING, COMMON Jul 14, 2008
Countries most likely to engage in the illicit arms trade tended to perform with the issue was essential to the
Programmes full implementation. The Economics of Arms Export Controls - University of Kent Jul 5, 2012
Although an arms trade treaty would not solve all the problems of the . that an effective arms trade treaty was an
essential tool for ensuring Why we need a global Arms Trade Treaty Oxfam International Issue: Transparency of
the investments in the arms trade. Student Officer: Emma Scheffer Effectiveness is essential and can only be realized
when this is done The U.N. Arms Trade Treatys Criteria for Transfers Pose Problems Apr 25, 2015 The illegal
small arms trade is a hazardous issue that impacts every . arms trade are often unlikely to access essential infrastructure
such as. United Nations to resume arms trade treaty talks National Catholic tional arms trade, United Nations,
Register of Conventional Arms, transparency . essential. The second component is the submission of information that
puts. Absence of Global Standards for Arms Trade Defies Explanation The poorly regulated global trade in
conventional arms and ammunition fuels conflict, poverty and human rights abuses. The problems are compounded by
the Managing the Global Problems Created by the Conventional Arms Fourth, the lack of restraints on the
international conventional arms trade has trade controls and both legal and illegal transactions are essential issues with
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